Architecture Brief

Altera SoC FPGA-Adaptive Debug
Introduction
By integrating processor, peripherals and FPGA into a single chip, SoC FPGAs can make faster, less expensive
and more energy-efficient products possible. This innovation in hardware, however, must be matched with
support in software development and debug tools to bring these features to life.
In their 2014 Embedded Market Study, UBM and EETIMES found that “Meeting schedules remains the premier
challenge for development with the debugging process... not far behind.” Indeed, the debugging process can
present one of the longest development phases. Any tool that speeds up debug in order to meet schedules is of
high value. One challenging phase in the debug process is that of optimizing performance and power, without
ripping apart ones’ design.
This Architecture Brief describes how the Altera SoC Embedded Design Suite (EDS) toolset, which includes the
ARM® Development Studio 5 (DS-5™) Altera Edition Toolkit, can be used to quickly and confidently debug an
Altera SoC FPGA.
At the center is FPGA-Adaptive Debug capability.
Key aspects of this Architecture Brief are highlighted in two videos from ARMflix:
• “FPGA-Adaptive Debug on the Altera SoC using ARM DS-5”
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NBcUv2TxbI)
• “DS-5 Altera Edition: FPGA-adaptive Linux Kernel Debug and Trace”
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrR-SfVZd18)
Development Tool Challenges
Programmability of the FPGA means that engineers might re-program the hardware during the course of the
development project; hardware can even be re-configured during runtime. This has two important software
implications:
1. The CPU software and the FPGA programs must be developed and debugged alongside each other; in a
traditional SoC, the embedded software is developed on top of fixed hardware.
2. The FPGA hardware definition is user-defined, therefore the software development tools and board support
packages (BSPs) that ship with the SoC FPGAs will support all the standard peripherals, but they are not
pre-loaded with any memory map information or debugging hooks for the FPGA-based peripherals the
hardware team may create.
ARM DS-5 Altera Edition Tool Kit
To support the unique advantages and features of Altera SoC FPGAs without requiring a new set of vendorproprietary tools, Altera teamed with industry leader ARM to develop a special edition of the industry-standard
ARM DS-5™ Toolkit to support Altera SoC FPGAs. The ARM DS-5 Altera Edition Toolkit, offers FPGA-adaptive
debug and other key multicore features using the familiar, industry-standard ARM DS-5 interface (Figure 1).
The package also enables the use of a single Altera USB-Blaster™ II cable for both hardware and software debug.

Figure 1: The ARM DS-5™ Altera Edition Toolkit Interface is Already Familiar to Many ARM Developers

ARM Compatibility a Given; FPGA Implementation a Difference
All the SoC FPGAs currently on the market leverage ARM processor IP, which generally includes support from the vast ecosystem for
ARM processor software development tools. First and foremost, it is critical that the tools for these new devices be ARM-compatible
and leverage the ARM ecosystem. However, each vendor deals differently with the added dimension of the FPGA portion of the device.
This particularly impacts the following:
Whole-Chip Debug
With SoC FPGAs, the SoC is no longer pre-defined, and the debugging tools must support a number of new constructs, namely:
• Adapt to changing user-defined peripherals implemented in the FPGA
• Test software functions that include hardware acceleration blocks implemented in the FPGA
• Debug custom logic blocks in the FPGA that implement proprietary algorithms
Traditional software debugging tools were not designed for fluctuating hardware functions, and traditional FPGA tools have no ‘hooks’
back to the software tools. To bridge this debugging chasm, a toolset must provide:
• Whole-chip visibility of both the processor and the FPGA subsystems
• Cross-triggering and in-system trace between CPU and FPGA subsystem
• System-wide monitoring for software, CPU hardware, and FPGA hardware events
• Performance profiling
Ideally, the debugging tool should be as flexible as the FPGA. This vision is called ‘FPGA-adaptive debugging’, and it has become a reality
with the Altera SoC FPGA development flow.
FPGA-adaptive debugging means that software debug tools automatically adapt to changes in the hardware due to changes in the FPGA
logic. As the hardware engineer iterates through various FPGA configurations, the software debug view updates automatically, with all
FPGA-based peripherals automatically appearing in the register view.

CoreSight Compliant Cross-Triggering
Finding the cause of a bug is much easier if the processor subsystem and FPGA subsystem can cross-trigger from code to waveform,
or from waveform to code, enabling the development team to find and track how and why a particular condition occurred in the system.
Figure 2 shows a cross-triggering example from the ARM Development Studio-5 (DS-5™) Altera Edition Toolkit software. When coupled
with waveform views from the Altera SignalTap™ II Logic Analyzer, cross-triggering, trace, and global time-stamping are valuable features
for IP verification, custom driver development, and the system integration portion of a project.
Though various debug tools and associated cables are available for the ARM processor and FPGA fabric, it can be difficult to manage
two separate debugging frameworks at a system level. Correlating events becomes next to impossible. Most developers prefer a single
(and low-cost) JTAG cable that supports both hardware targets (the FPGA and the CPU subsystem). Using one cable and a commonlyunderstood software interface provides an efficient, easy-to-use means for driver developers, board engineers and FPGA designers to
work together to bring up the entire system.

Figure 2: Cross-triggering from the hardware world to the software world
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Besides finding the location of fault, it is also valuable to find out exactly how and why the system entered the faulty state. The ARM
CoreSight™ System Trace Module (STM) contained in Altera SoC FPGAs enables tracking of CPU-based software events as well as
user-defined system level states such as ‘low power mode’ or ‘high performance mode’. The application software can issue hardware
and software event “bread crumbs” as the system executes over time to monitor system behavior. In an FPGA-adaptive debugging
environment, the STM enables event monitoring in both the CPU and FPGA domains without stopping the system or affecting
execution performance.

Multicore Debug
As the embedded world moves to multicore, development tools must follow suit. Developing software for multicore platforms is
more complicated than single core. Choosing on which core to set a breakpoint; determining on which core the software is running
at any particular time becomes critical for multicore debug.
It is essential to be able to control and monitor the cores simultaneously as well as independently. In some cases it may be necessary to
stop both cores on a breakpoint; but in others, it may be preferable to let one core keep running on a breakpoint, too. It is also valuable
to have visibility to the software running on each core. Ideally a debugger and analysis tools, both built from the ground-up for multicore
systems, should be used.
GNU tools were designed in the single-core era; the GNU Debugger (GDB) works well, but only on a single core at a time. When using
a GDB-based debugger on a multicore system, breakpoints can be set up across multiple cores. When software hits a breakpoint, only
the core where the breakpoint occurred can be viewed during the debug session, which is extremely limiting for multicore debugging.

Table 1: In-System Debugging and Development Tool Features for SoC FPGA Devices
Function/Feature

Altera SoC EDS
(with ARM DS-5 Altera Edition)

Vendor B’s Debug Tools

Versions Compared

13.1

2013.3

FPGA-Adaptive Debugging

Yes

No

All ARM Processor and FPGA Tools Operate Over Single USB Cable

Yes

No

Auto Display of Peripheral Registers

Yes

No

Display of VFP and Neon Registers

Yes

No

Debug: Single-Step, Watchpoints, etc.

Yes

Yes

CPU

Yes

No
Vendor proprietary

CPU FPGA Cross-Triggering with Timestamps
and Trace Data Stream

Yes
ARM CoreSight™ compliant using System
Trace Macrocell (STM)

No
Available with purchase of additional
third-party hardware and software

Processor Trace Support

Yes

No
Requires additional 3rd-party
hardware and software

Trace Buffer

32 KB

4 KB

Route Trace Packets to Alternative Destinations
(e.g. DRAM or high-speed transceiver)

Yes
Coresight Embedded Trace Router

No

Route Trace Packets to External Trace Probe

Yes

Yes

FPGA Information Included in ARM Trace Stream

Yes
Uses ARM CoreSight System Trace Macrocell

Yes
Vendor proprietary solution

Native Linux Support for Hardware-Assisted Trace

Yes
Kernel and Application

No

Concurrent Multicore Debugger

Yes
ARM DS-5 Specifically designed for
multicore systems

No

Multicore Debugging in Asymmetric Multiprocessing (AMP)
Applications

Yes

Yes

Multicore Debugging with Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP)
Operating Systems

Yes

No

FPGA CoreSight Compliant Cross-Triggering

Linux Kernel Awareness

Yes

No

Code Profiling

Yes
ARM Streamline including processor,
FPGA, and power profiling.
No instrumentation required

No

Semi-Hosting Support (communication between host and
ARM processors over JTAG)

Yes

No

FPGA Logic Analyzer

SignalTap II Logic Analyzer

Yes

Bare-Metal Application Development

Modifiable hardware libraries with friendly,
open BSD licensing

Vendor proprietary BSP project build

Hardware VFP and NEON Compiler Support

Yes (Linux)
Support for Bare Metal compiler available
in version 14.0

Yes (Linux/Bare Metal)

Conclusion

Want to Dig Deeper?

To provide hardware and software teams the tools they need, and
to keep projects on schedule and on budget, the right in-system
debugging tool is critical. This Architecture Brief described how
the Altera solution based on the ARM DS-5 Altera Edition Toolkit
offers simultaneous insight and control into both the ARM
processor and FPGA logic portions of the SoC FPGA, enabling
project teams to implement advanced features in these new
devices while keeping schedules on track.

For more details on the ARM DS-5™ Altera Edition
Toolkit, consult the web site:
http://www.altera.com/devices/processor/arm/cortex-a9/
software/proc-arm-development-suite-5.html
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